FUZZY DATA SETS

WilliAM D. STANSFIELD

The picture on the cover of The American Biology Teacher
for January 2007 (by Martin Shields)* could serve as an icon
for teachers of genetics. Four phenotypic classes of seeds
from four varieties of peas are shown: yellow, round: yellow,
wrinkled; green, round; and green
wrinkled. This photo reminded
me of an article in my files from
1984 by Julie Ann MilleT.
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a Jew dimples? They are the
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the JJmblem of Mcnde1's
d'lIll, says Rober"t S. RoO/
Bernstein (1983) {He] as/led
/0

50 undo;gmduate biology stu
dents to (ouru purple or yellow,
wrillllled or smooth, b:rnds
oj maize from gCI1t:/ic experi
ments. He found Ihal 6 percent

oj the hernds wcre classified as
"ilu/clerminwlt" [sic!. He dies
(I 1911 study in which fifteen
tmilled geneticists were as/ud
to analyze 532 yellow or white,

starchy or sweet, maize ken1c1s.
That study rcported, No twO of

I \vould like 10 suggest that teachers
distribute copies of the ABT COVeT pho
tograph (Figure I) with 22 numbered
peas, as part of a genetiCS laboratory
or as a homework assignment. Each

the fifteen highly trained and
competent observers agreed
as to the distribution of these
532 kernels.
Mendel (I866) did not report
any "indeterminate" phenotypes
in his famous paper on his experi
ments with pea hybrids. What
became of these ambiguous peas?
In a research report today, we
would expect to see a tally that
included seeds of questionable
classification. Mendel made scores
of experiments, milny with hun-
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STUDENT EVALUATIONS
Phenotvoic Classes
Yellow, Wrinkled
Green, Round
X
X

Green, Wrinkled

Indeterminate

Table 1. Example of aStudent Evaluation form for Bobby Brown.
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dreds of individlwl pea plants. This must have
involved a great amount of time. Mendel was a
teacher with lessons to prepare, lectures and/or
demonstrations to give, papers and tests to evalu
ate, administrative reports to
complete, etc., illl of which
greatly reduced the time he could
spend on his experiments. It is known
that the monastery had a g,lfdener who
helped Mendel from time to time. Miller
(1984) suggests that: His gardener may
haw doclmed tile dara 10 please IIw II1m1k.
It is not known if Mendel had any
help from his students. If Mendel made
no allowance for indeterminilte pheno
types, his helpers would be forced to
make subjective decisions regarding the
phenotype, none of which likely would
be identical. Whether or not this data
recording problem had any influence on
the "goodness of fit" of his experimental
data to expected values remains debat
able. I believe that students should be
introduced to "fuzzy (subjective) data
sets" such as this before they encounter
them in their biology laboratories or in
other research papers.
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• ©Martin Shields. Rellders may duplicate this image for use with
their students. However, it may not be posted online. For inqUi
ries, COnTact Photo Researchers Inc. at photorcsearchers.coill.

copies for each student in the class is a problem, perhaps
student would try to classify each of the 22 seeds into four
expected phenotypes; any phenotypes that students arc unsure
students could be asked to refrain from making any marks on
of would be tallied as "indeterminate.~ These data would be
their copies so that they can be reused for subsequent classes.
entered on a ~student evaluation~
form akin to the example in Table
1. Each student would then enter
CLASS SUMMARY
her or his data onto a "class sumSeed
Pheno~( Classes
mary~ table akin to the example
Yellow, Round
Yellow, Wrinkled
Green, Round Green, Wrinkled Indeterminate
in Table 2. If this exercise is to be
9
111111111111
completed in a Single class peri19
11111111
III
1
od, the class table could be on
the blackbo;trd. With large size
Table 2. Example of a Class Summary sheet for a <lass of 12 students.
classes, ho\vever, it might be more
efficient to use two or more class
summary sheets with students
Here are some other questions for discussion. Are there
assigned into groups by their last names (e.g.. students whose
any seeds whose phenot}1)e was agreed to uniformly by every
last names start with letters A through M enter their data on
member of the class) Are there any seeds whose phenotype
the sheet so marked: students N through Z on another sheet
was scored as «indeterminate~ by at least half of the students
so marked). The master class summary could then be qUickly
in the class? Should every seed that has at least one "indetcrcompiled by the teacher and/or a deSignated aide. Copies of
minate~ score be eliminated from a paper for publication? If
the master class summary could be given to each student at
that was done, what percentage of the collected data would be
the next or subsequent meeting. Alternatively, the master class
discarded? Do all plants identified as "green~ have the same
summary could be made into a transparency and displayed on
intensity of color (hue)? Do the various hues suggest that a
a screen by an overhead projector.
continuous spectrum of green colors (from light to dark) may
Once the students have access to the master class sumexist in the population to which these seeds belong) If so, how
mary, the teacher can moderate a discussion session that
can subjective data of this kind best be described? What poshighlights (among other topics) the problems of "fuzzy~ data
sible factors could be responsible for this kind of variation?
sets. For example, how "good~ (reliable) is the data? Obviously,
From the data alone, is it pOSSible to identify either green or
examining a picture is not as good as having the actual seeds
yellow as a dominant trait? How do you justify your ans\ver?
that we can handle and thoroughly examine. \Ve can only
see about one-half of each seed in the picture. If we could see
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